


















































































































































































































































































































































































                                                4!Cenoz!(2013,!p5)!notes!that,!whereas!multilingualism!may!refer!to!both!individual’s!and!societal!use!of!languages,!plurilingualism!tends!to!refer!exclusively!to!the!former!
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through!their!subtractive!aims,!aiming!only!for!competence!in!the!dominant!society!language.!From!the!1980s!onwards,!however,!indigenous!groups!and!educators!sharing!a!‘languageCasCright’!orientation,!contested!TBE,!leading!to!‘indigenous!immersion’!programmes.!According!to!Tedick,!Christian!&!Williams!Fortune!(2011),!immersion!programmes!demand!separation!of!languages!across!different!curricular!areas!with!at!least!50%!in!the!societal!minority!language!(less!constitutes!partial!immersion;!more!than!80%,!oneMway!immersion!(Baker,!2011,!p243).!!Teachers!should!be!highly!proficient!in!their!languages,!with!peerMtoMpeer!communication!in!both!languages!an!ideal.!In!addition!to!indigenous!immersion,!such!a!description!fits!much!elite,!or!prestigious,!bilingual!education!(De!Mejía,!2002),!which!serves!as!‘enrichment’!for!majority!language!students!in!an!additional!language.!Although!Baker!(2011)!notes!that!the!percentage!of!time!spent!often!decreases!over!time,!Fortune!&!Tedick!(2008)!note!that!the!aim!of!immersion!is!never!to!transition!fully!to!the!societally!dominant!language,!so!it!has!additive!aims.!!In!the!USA,!immersion!for!Spanish!speakers!began!to!attract!monolingual!English!speakers!too,!resulting!in!twoMway!immersion!(TWI),!or!‘dual!language’!(DL)!(in!USA)!programmes,!which!aim!for!a!50/50!split!in!curricular!time!and!language!dominance!of!students!to!facilitate!peerMtoMpeer!communication!and!integration!of!students!from!different!cultures.!De!Mejía!(2002)!therefore!distinguishes!these!programmes!from!others,!as!they!serve!both!as!entitlement!for!linguistic!minority!students!and!enrichment!for!language!majority!students!simultaneously.!This!aim,!and!associated!intercultural!and!societal!benefits,!therefore!reflects!Ruiz’s!final!‘languageCasCresource’!orientation.!Additionally,!elite!international!and!European!schools!often!teach!in!multiple!languages,!although!this!may!be!for!far!less!than!50%!of!time,!which!raises!the!question!of!whether!this!counts!as!‘bilingual!education’.!However,!if!we!consider!that!the!principal!feature!of!all!the!programmes!mentioned!is!the!use!of!at!least!two!languages!across!the!curriculum,!rather!than!as!a!specific!subject,!it!does.!Therefore,!in!many!EU!countries,!the!use!of!content!and!language!integrated!learning5!(CLIL)"in!many!secondary!schools!also!blurs!the!‘distinction’!(p26),!although!CLIL!is!usually!more!concerned!with!




















































































                                                12!City!technology!colleges!(CTCs)!were!stateMfunded!but!centrally!regulated!schools!supported!financially!and!materially!with!links!to!industry!(see!Walford,!2014)!
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covered!in!any!way!the!process!of!deciding!on,!or!implementing,!a!language!specialism.!!Until!2000,!the!majority!of!second!language!learning!research!in!England’s!schools!was!focused!on!secondary!schools13,!as!learning!another!language!had!never!been!compulsory!at!primary!age.!The!nearly!300!secondary!schools!with!a!designated!language!specialism!established!under!New!Labour’s!specialist!schools!scheme!had!a!mandate!to!diversify!languages!and!reach!out!to!the!community!(Anderson,!Kenner,!Gregory!&!Hélot,!2008),!so!often!linked!with!primary!schools!in!their!areas,!but!only!rarely!did!this!lead!to!any!primary!immersionMstyle!projects!(Euridyce!at!NFER,!2005).!A!systematic!review!of!effective!primary!foreign!language!learning!in!England,!however,!did!not!include!any!of!these!CLIL!and!immersion!programmes!(Driscoll,!2004).!Although!a!few!recent!action!research!studies!highlight!successful!implementation!of!CLIL!methodology!(Mearns,!2012;!Kirsch,!2012;!McElwee,!2014),!these!projects!were!smallMscale,!have!not!been!widely!replicated!and!the!planning!processes!were!not!discussed.!A!few!individual!studies!do!cover!aspects!of!the!implementation!of!language!learning!innovation!more!generally.!Muijs,!Barnes,!Hunt,!Powell,!Arweck,!Lindsay!&!Martin’s!2005!evaluation!of!the!governmentMfunded!‘Pathfinders’!pilot!language!projects!noted!some!attempts!to!immerse!in!Music!or!PE.!However,!these!attempts!at!immersion!were!axed!due!to!stakeholder!perceptions!that!the!subject!matter!itself!was!being!compromised!by!the!overMfocus!on!language!goals.!In!addition,!Enever!&!Watts!(2009)!and!Cable,!Driscoll,!Mitchell,!Sing,!Cremin,!Earl,!Eyres,!Holmes,!Martin,!&!Heins!(2012)’s!evaluation!of!pioneering!primary!schools!using!modern!foreign!languages!(MFL)!ahead!of!compulsoriness!highlighted!the!constraints!such!projects!face!due!to!a!lack!of!long!term!concrete!vision!and!high!staff!turnover!in!many!schools.!This!supports!Hunt!et!al.’s!2005!finding!that!strong!leadership!at!the!coordinated!project,!and!individual!school,!level!is!key,!consistent!with!Mehisto!&!Genesee’s!2015!findings!about!establishing!bilingual!education!(p34).!Interestingly,!Enever!&!Watt’s!surveying!of!parental!attitudes!towards!primary!language!pilots!revealed!that!many!would!have!wanted!more!involvement,!especially!as!some!had!resources!they!could!have!used!to!support!the!
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20 ConstructiVism differs from constructiONism, as it is more subjective (Savin-Baden & Major, 2013, 
p29). For constructiVists, reality lies in individual minds’ constructions which can be interpreted 
inductively. Though knowledge is a compilation of human-made constructions (ibid, p53), ‘reality’ is 









                                                
21 Alvesson and Kärreman clarify how viewing language as a ‘perspectivator’ in a ‘light’ constructionist 
stance differs from deconstructionist perspectives. Language, they state, has “relative capacity” to capture 
aspects of reality as, though highly filtered through societal and individual assumptions, they nonetheless 


























































































































































































































































































































































(1.0)"Neighbour!B!(0.3!miles!away)! 77!(74)! 22!(24)! 9!(12)! 2!(2)! 3!(3)! 0.2!(0.2)!C! 43!
(40)! 23!(29)! 11!(11)! <1!(<1)! 12!(15)! 0.8!(0.8)!D! 52!
(54)! 22!(26)! 8!(8)! 0!(0)! 16!(19)! 1.1!(1.0)!E! 41!
































































































































































































































































SCHOOL" %"white" %"EAL" %"FSM" SR"
De"Gaulle"
Academy" 58" 37.5" 4.7" 0.4"Neighbour!A! 58! 21.5! 19.5! 1.7!B! 74! 24! 5.3! 0.4!C! 76! 9.9! 19.8! 1.8!D! 82! 6.4! 2.4! 0.2!E! 69! 10.4! 4.8! 0.4!
Burnville"LA" 72.2! 13.2! 11.3! A"Occupiers!F! ?! ?! 2! 0.5!G! 58! 21.4! 6.4! 1.4!H! 76! 19.9! 2.6! 0.7!I! 81! 10! 3.1! 0.8!
B! 74! 24! 5.3! 1!
De"Gaulle"



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Opportunities" Constraints" Counterweights"Home!base!language!community!with!capital! Status!of!second!language! Locate!new!audience?!Experienced!sponsor! Sponsor!with!difficulties! Change!sponsor!Parents!regain!control!Parent!power! Control!by!sponsor!Choice!of!language!!Choice!of!location! Site!suitability!&!availability!Unsupportive!LA!
Parent!sourcing!Use!EFA/LA!interests!Approach!several!LAs!Admissions!freedoms!!!!!!!!!!!!!(to!position!or!reposition)! Need!for!legitimacy!as!‘local’!school! Flexibility!to!change!admissions!Short!timescale! Short!timescale!! Delayed!opening?!Budgeting!freedom! Budgeting!risk! Large!scale/size!sponsor!
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Language! Region! Type"of"trust/"sponsor! Outcome!Spanish! SouthMEast! Parent!&!teacherMled!trust! Open!














French!! SouthMWest! ParentMled! Not!pursued!to!application!French! SouthMEast! Parent/teacherMled! Not!pursued!to!application!


















































































Date:! ! ! Time:! ! ! Venue:! ! ! ! !










Date:! ! ! Time:! ! ! Venue:! ! ! ! !








Notation! Meaning!“!!!!!”! direct!speech!‘!!!!!!’! OftDused!terms!or!nonDdirectlyDquotable!references!(for!instance!from!field!notes)!..! Brief!pause!(<3!seconds)!…! Extended!pause!(3!seconds!or!more)!…!…! Text!removed!for!conciseness![!and! Interrupted!speech!(spoken!over)![which]# Word!added!during!transcription!for!clarity!or!sense!!!! !
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Appendix(8(Abbreviated(parent(schedule((
Date:! ! ! Interviewer:! ! ! Interviewee:! !
! Recorded?!



























Tier 4: Thousands of other languages spoken in England or worldwide, including: 
Tagalog Quechua  Thai  Tigrinya 
Albanian  Xhosa  Lisu        Basque     Twi 
 
Afrikaans Bengali Cantonese Gujarati 
Hebrew Malay Persian Punjabi 
Somali Tamil Telugu Urdu Yoruba     
 
Bulgarian Croatian Czech Danish 
Estonian Finnish Hungarian Latvian 






















Tier 1: Most commonly taught & most 
formally qualified speakers age 14-16. 
Also in British Council’s top ten 
languages for the future  
(British Council, 2013) 
 
Tier 2: 14-16 Formal qualifications are 
available in these languages in England 
PLUS 
2a: Official EU language status 
2b: British Council top 10  
language for the future *Italian  
& Portuguese are both 2a  
& 2b.  
 
Tier 2c: Languages indigenous 
to other UK regions with some 
state education provision 
** Irish is also 2a) 
 
Tagalog       Quechua  Thai  Tigrinya 


























Consent!form!!!!!!I!have!read!the!information!leaflet!about!the!research!!! !(please!tick)!!!I!agree!to!be!interviewed!! ! ! ! ! ! !(please!tick)!!!I!understand!that!anonymous!data!from!this!project!may!! !(please!tick)!form!the!basis!of!a!report,!publication!or!presentation!!!I!understand!that!participation!is!voluntary!and!I!can!stop! !(please!tick)!at!any!time!without!giving!a!reason! ! !!!Name!!!Signed!!! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!date!!!!!I!have!discussed!the!project!and!answered!any!further!questions.!!!!Researcher’s!name!!!Signed!!! ! ! ! ! ! !!!date  
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